called pharmacies, the terms pharmacist and pharmacy become meaningless to the public because they are equated with druggist and drugstores.
What we need to do, it seems to me, is to find some way to separate pharmacies from drugstores as is done in most countries. This is indeed an arduous and complicated undertaking in a country with 50 bodies of state laws to be altered. This separation must await the development of several generations of pharmacists trained at the five-and six-year level to perform tasks quite different from those now performed by the average pharmacist. It is the young pharmacists who are becoming increasingly rebellious against the pattern of practice that we have developed. Enough rebels can bring about a revolution. But first there must be a number of people thinking about the problem, discussing DICP-20th ANNIVERSARY EDITORIALS and debating it and determined to bring about a change. There are not enough of these people and too many who dismiss the problem with "this is the American way and nothing can be done about it." Something will be done when the time is ripe. Merely changing the locus of practice of pharmacists from a drugstore to a pharmacy would have great psychological impact on physicians, patients, and society in general. As an American, I was somewhat surprised, but certainly not astonished, when as I drew closer I saw that the front of the store appeared to be devoted entirely to a display of womens' clothing. Somewhat inquisitive, I entered the drugstore expecting to find other types of merchandise and at least some medicinal products for sale; however, I was startled to see only womens' clothing displayed. Curious, I approached the woman who appeared to be in charge, and our conversation went somewhat as follows: Me: "Pardon me, Madame, I have never seen a drugstore quite like this. Would you please tell me why you call a shop which sells only womens' wear a drugstore?" She: "Yes, it is a bit unusual, but we like the name and it provides good publicity for us; lots of people come in out of curiosity." Me: "But I still do not clearly understand the relationship to a drug store." She: "Where are you from, England?"
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Me: "No, I am an American." She: "Oh, well, if you are an American you know perfectly well that the drugstore is a type of bazaar where anything can be sold. However, we use it in a far more restricted sense than you do in your country. Our bazaar specializes only in a variety of womens' clothing. Your drugstores are bazaars where one may find all types of clothing, food, hardware, garden tools, fertilizers, furniture, electrical appliances, and many other products too numerous to mention. You call this a drugstore, yet you sell everything. Didn't you anticipate that others might follow your example and use the term drugstore inappropriately?" Elsewhere I saw further signs of this trend in a store with a sign DRUGS-DECOR.
To me it has always seemed somewhat sacrilegious that American drugstores use the banner of pharmacy to advertise a wide variety of merchandise. Many department stores such as J.L. Hudson in Detroit operate a pharmacy, yet when they advertise their merchandise they do not do so under the banner of Hudson's Pharmacy or Hudson's Drugstore.
Is it too much to hope that other department store corporations which operate bazaars do not advertise all their merchandise under the banner of pharmacy?
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